In this paper we have considered here that the DNA molecule can be treated as a spin system when spins are located on the axis forming an antiferromagnetic chain. When spins are described in the Lie algebra of ( ) 2 SU the linking number can be ascertained from the Chern-Simons topology associated with the spin system. It is shown that bend and twist are not two separate entities but one depends on the other, also other hand entanglement of two DNA molecule inserting spin-echo to one of them marks the transform of Berry phase that can be exact as a calculate of entanglement. This formalism helps us to depict the thermodynamic entropy as entanglement entropy and the entanglement of spin can be used as a resource for genetic information and the transcription of genetic information can be considered in the framework of quantum information theory.
Introduction
It is now well known that DNA can be regarded as a physical elastic object in a viscous environment. Two strands of double helix are antiparallel and two polynucleotide chains are coiled about the same axis such that B-DNA (Z-DNA) has right-handed (left-handed) helical sense. The existence of supercoiled DNA has been confirmed in experiments long ago and it was found that in vivo chromosomal DNA molecules contain topological domains along which supercoiling can occur. [1] [2] [3] DNA molecules from prokaryotes (cells without nuclear membranes) often adopt the interwound structures which are called "plectonemic" supercoils. In eukaryotes (cells with nuclei and other organelles with their own internal membranes) chromosomal DNA molecules are also known to be organized into topological independent loops. [2] [3] [4] [5] Statistical mechanics of supercoiled DNA has been studied by several authors. 6 The experiments of Boles et al. 7 suggest that thermal fluctuations determine the structure of supercoils. Experiments of Bednar et al. 8 indicated that DNA-DNA attraction may compete with fluctuation entropy. In this note we shall study different statistical mechanical aspects of DNA supercoils by taking into consideration that a DNA supercoil can be viewed as a chain of spin system. In fact as two polynucleotide chains are coiled about the same axis with a specific helical sense in a DNA molecule, we may visualize it such that a spin with a specific orientation is inserted on the axis in the coil such that two adjacent coils have opposite orientations of the spin. This follows from the fact that with each turn two strands move in the opposite side of the axis and so the spin orientations assigned for two adjacent coils should be opposite to each other.
In view of this a DNA supercoil may be considered to represent an antiferromagnetic chain of spins located on the axis of the supercoil. We shall study the topological properties as well as the elastic and thermodynamical properties of a DNA supercoil from an analysis of this spin system. Indeed, the topological property such as the linking number can be derived from the Chern-Simons topology associated with a quantum spin. 9, 10 The elastic properties such as bending (curvature) and twisting (torsion) can be formulated in terms of gauge fields when spins are transcribed as gauge currents. 9, 10 The added bonus in this formulation is that it directly indicates the interdependence of bending and twisting. The thermodynamical entropy associated with a DNA supercoil appears here as the entanglement entropy of the antiferromagnetic spin chain. It may be pointed out that entanglement entropy of a DNA supercoil essentially represents the total amount of information that can be transcribed. Thus we arrive at a quantitative description of the genetic information contained in the supercoil and the process of genetic information transcription can be visualized in the framework of quantum information theory. Also we shall show that DNA loops in the supercoil appear as topological objects like solutions (skyrmions). In Sec. 2 we shall formulate DNA supercoil as a spin chain. In Sec.3 we shall study the topological property of a DNA supercoil from the perspective of such a spin chain .In Sec. 4 we shall formulate the elastic properties and in see. 5 we shall compute the entanglement entropy of the supercoil .In Sec.6 we shall show that DNA loops can be viewed as topological objects like solutions in this formulism. In Sec.7 we shall study the entanglement of two DNA molecule inserting spin-echo to one of them marks the transform of Berry phase that can be exact as a calculate of entanglement.
DNA as a polynucleotide spin manacles system
We consider that as two polynucleotide chains are coiled about the same axis with a specific helical sense in a DNA molecule, this can be viewed as if a spin with a specific orientation is inserted on the axis of the coil such that two adjacent coils have opposite orientations of the spin. In fact with each turn two strands move in the opposite side of the axis and so the spin orientation assigned for the two adjacent coils should be opposite to each other. Thus a DNA supercoil may be viewed as a long chain of an antiferromagnetic spin system when the spin is considered to be located on the axis of the supercoil. A unit vector depicting the tangent t r s =∂   where ( ) r s  is a space curve parameterized by the arc length s can be associated with a spin vector when the spin is located at the spatial point x on the axis. A spin vector in the Lie algebra of ( ) 2 
SU
representation can be constructed with bosonic or fermionic oscillators. We write the spin vector ( 
where ( ) † ψ ψ is the fermionic oscillator function and σαβ  is the vector of Pauli matrices. A unit vector n  is constructed as ( ) 
By the difference of Berry phase factor.
The most general antisymmetric Bell state for two particles A and B situated at the points x and y becomes
Where α and β are two complex coefficients,
With the idea of one DNA molecule rotation of one fermion for a time interval τ the spinor comes to its original state acquiring only Berry phase and loosing the dynamical phase. , We have the new form of the entangle state as
As we consider θ π = the Berry phase is removed along with dynamical phase in the 'spin-echo' method.
This helps us to write
We can now construct a unit vector nµ with 0,1,2,3 µ= in 3+1 dimensions incorporating the unit vector n  given by eqn. (2) ( )( )
with I 0 σ = , I being the identity matrix and σ  are Pauli matrices. We now construct the topological current ( )
where (a, b, c, d) correspond to (0, 1, 2, 3) and ( ) , , , µ ν λ σ correspond to space-time indices. The current Jµ can be written in the form 11 ( ) Now the gauge connection associated with the Lagrangian in this
due to any change in θ , φ , ξ resulting a gauge transformation, this equation giving rise to Berry phase.
Now the necessary geometrical phase of the only quantized spinor
This gives rise to the topological current
where we have taken the ( ) (11) . In terms of this current a spin system on a lattice can be viewed as if currents are located on the vertices when gauge fields lie on links. 9 This helps us to consider the spin system associated with a DNA supercoil in terms of the Chern-Simons topology as will be discussed in the next section.
DNA molecule is organized into topological properties
In length scales of a large number of base pairs DNA in vivo is organized into topologically independent loops. The two strands of a circular DNA molecule possess as a topological invariant the number of times they wind around each other which is known as the linking number. A B-DNA molecule has one right-handed twist per 3.4 h= nm along its length. When these are closed in a planar circle without twisting of the ends the resulting linking number is
where L the length is and 0 ω is the spatial rotation rate of the base pairs about the central axis. Deviations in the twisting rate from 0 ω is measured relative to Lko through the parameter defining the excess linking
.The linking number Lk is expressed as Lk Tw Wr = + where Tw represents the twist corresponding to the rotation of the internal degrees of freedom about the molecule axis and Wr represents the writhe.
13,14
The twist measures the winding of one curve about the other .It can be mathematically expressed as
where Ω is the twist strain measuring the excess or deficit rotation of the base pairs about the axis and s defines the arc length. The
Writhe characterizes the chiral deformation of a curve. One can assign an orientation to a curve and compute the sum of signed crossings in a planar projection along every direction. Wr is equal to the average of such sums over all projections. 15 For a configuration ( ) r s  depicting a space curve parameterized by arc length s , we define the tangent vector t r s =∂   which traces out a closed path on the unit sphere. The writhe is equal to the total area A on the unit sphere enclosed by the path divided by 2π . 16 2
Right-handed and left-handed circulation on the sphere contribute positively and negatively respectively to A . The length of a molecule in 1 rad of the superhelix is 2 2
where ( ) R P represents the radius (pitch) of the superhelix, the helix repeat length being 2 P π .
The helix angle γ is defined by sin P l γ = . (15) where n is the number of superhelix repeats given by 
This charge q essentially represents the Pontryagin index which is an integer and the relation 2 q µ = implies that µ corresponds to the magnetic monopole strength and can take the value 0, 1 2, 1, 3 2 µ = ± ± ± . This Pontryagin index can be written as the integral in the 4-dimensional manifold 4 M as
where F is the two-form related to the field strength associated with the ( ) (19) represents the Chern-Simons invariant and is thus found to be associated with the Pontryagin index. Noting that the Pontryagin index corresponding to the charge related to the gauge current Jµ given by eqn. (9) which is associated with the spin , we can consider spin in the framework of Chern-Simons topology .In fact from eqn. (11) we note that any component of the spin vector can be written as
where aν corresponds to an Abelian gauge field . When we project it onto a three dimensional manifold this corresponds to the ChernSimons term a a νλσ ε ν λ σ ∂ .In the Abelian theory we consider the one-form a associated with the gauge field ν a and choose the action
where k is an integer. We now pick up some circles Ca 
with respect to the measure determined by iS e is given by
For b a ≠ this integral is essentially the linking number
As long as Ca and Cb do not intersect ( )
The appearance of linking number from the Chern-Simons term associated with the gauge current representing the spin suggest that the linking number can be associated with a spin system. From this analysis it appears that when a DNA supercoil is represented as a spin system the linking number can be considered as a topological invariant related to the Chern-Simon topology associated with the spin system. It should be mentioned that though the linking number is a topological invariant when it is split into twist ( . The twisting elastic energy can be associated with the spin-spin interaction and can be written in the continuum limit as
where Jµ  is the gauge current 11 and m is a constant having the dimension of mass. It should be mentioned that this term corresponding to the spin-spin interaction in the continuum limit effectively represents torsion. 18 The elastic energy of B-DNA of length L is given by.
where the deviation in the twisting rate from 0 ω is described by the scalar field ( ) s Ω , ( ) A C being the bending (twisting) elastic constant. When we map this on the configuration space of gauge potentials associated with the spin system, we can write for the elastic energy in the continuum limit.
where Jµ  is given by eqn. (11) . A significant result of this analysis is that curvature (bending) and torsion (twisting) associated with the deviation from 0 ω are not separate entities. Indeed one is related to the other. This follows from the fact that the gauge field curvature Fµν is incorporated in the construction of the current Jµ  in eqn. (11) which generates torsion. Indeed this interesting relationship between bending and torsion has been pointed out by Nelson 19 suggesting that intrinsic bending can have a huge effect in the transport of torsional stress along DNA. It may be mentioned that twisting is measured by the spatial rotation rate of base pairs about the central axis which for an undistorted DNA is just 0 ω . However for a distorted DNA twisting elastic energy is non-zero when the double-helix twist is altered from 0 ω . In this case we have chiral symmetry breaking which is manifested through torsion. It is noted that in the present formalism torsion is generated by the topological current 
In quantum field theory the divergence of this current is nonzero which gives rise to chiral anomaly caused by chiral symmetry breaking. In view of this we find that twisting elastic energy represented by torsion has a correspondence with the chiral anomaly in quantum field theory.
Enyanglement entropy and DNA molecules
An interwound plectonemic supercoil consists of two helices of the same handedness and at the end of the cylindrical structure the two helices are connected. A solenoidal supercoil is closed by slow distortion of the coil into a toroidal structure. Thermal fluctuation swells up the supercoil radius to larger than the supercoil hard core radius. In fact it has been shown that a repulsive effective entrorpic potential arises opposing the elastically driven collapse at zero temperature. 6 It impiles that thermodynamic entropy plays a significant role in a DNA supercoil. When DNA molecules are treated as spin systems, it can be shown that supercoils attain the entanglement entropy due to the entanglement of spins. In fact in a supercoil we can consider that the spins associated with each DNA loop are arranged along the axis of the supercoil. As we have pointed out that in a DNA molecule spins are considered to be arranged in an antiferromagnetic chain, the supercoil axis may be treated as a lattice of antiferromagnetic spin system. To have the minimal energy two adjacent spins of opposite orientations will form a singlet. Due to chirality caused by twisting strain into the loop related to torsion the spin system will be in a frustrated state as frustration leads to chirality. This frustration suggests that spin singlets are formed by resonating valence bond (RVB). 21 It has been shown in some earlier papers 22, 23 that the measure of the entanglement of formation given by concurrence C for the entanglement of a pair of nearest neighbor spins is related to the Berry phase 24 given by 
It has been observed that the concurrence associated with the entanglement of formation for a pair of nearest neighbor spins in a frustrated system is given by 0.5 C= . 22 Thus the total concurrence accumulated in the spin chain is given by ( ) ( )( )
where L is the total number of spins in the chain and 2 L is the number of singlets. It is noted that the von Neumann entropy for an entangled spin system in a pure state is reduced to the entanglement of formation given by concurrence in a mixed state. 25 Thus the above expression (30) represents the entanglement entropy of the spin system. Now we consider that the supercoiled stiff polymer (DNA) is confined inside a narrow tube of radius r . The area of a DNA loop in a supercoil is determined by the number of coils in the loop and hence by the number of spins in the loop. When the supercoiled stiff polymer is confined in a narrow tube of radius r we can associate the area of the surface of the tube with the number of spins in the DNA loop at that surface. Now from the holographic principle which states that for closed surface entropy is given by the area of the surface the entanglement entropy is found to be given by the area of the surface of the tube. Thus the entanglement entropy can be written in the form r being the radius of the tube and 0 r a fundamental area unit. If we identify 2 r A ≈ where A is the bending elastic constant and 2 A corresponds to the step length of an equivalent flexible polymer and 0 r is taken to represent the radial displacement of a given point on the coil which is of the order of R 6 we find the entanglement entropy is given by 2 
Similarly for the displacement of a given ponnt on the coil along the superciol axis which is of the order of P π ( )
So the total entropy is given by ( )
Now we observe that this entanglement entropy effectively corresponds to the thermodynamic entropy. Indeed for a tube of narrow radius entanglement entropy cannot vanish whereas in the limiting case of radius 0 r→ we can think of zero radius (straight line) when the total elastic energy vanishes at zero temperature. In this case the entanglement entropy also vanishes. In fact at zero temperature an elastic tube will collapse into a plectonemic supercoil when subject to the constraint 0 Lk L ∆ ≠ . 26 When Lk ∆ is put into writhe ( ) Wr the twist energy becomes zero. Then we can make the plectoneme collapsed into a line ( 1 Sinγ = ) which makes the bending energy zero also. Now at zero temperature the area of the loop vanishes. In this case the entanglement entropy also vanishes. In view of this we can identify the entanglement entropy as the thermodynamic entropyof the supercoil. This helps us to compute the free energy associated with the supercoil. We note that from the relation dF SdT = , ( ) F T being the free energy (temperature) , we note that the free energy per unit volume associated with the entropy given by eqn.(34) can be written as
This gives the free energy per unit length
Now as argued above r is taken to be of the order of A and hence we find
This result is identical with that obtained by Marko and Sigga 6 A crucial implication of our result is that as entanglement of a quantum system is the major resource in processing quantum information, 27, 28 the entanglement entropy determines the quantity of information which can be used for transcription. When DNA is regarded as linear repository of sequence information we note that this entanglement entropy determines the quantity of genetic information in a supercoil which can be transcribed.
DNA molecule as a skyrmion energy
A DNA molecule is characterized by certain topological feature such as linking number. At length scale of thousands of base pairs DNA is organized into topologically independent loops. There are situations in vivo when topological constraints lead to supercoiling. DNA loops in a supercoil may behave as a topological object such as a soliton (skyrmion) which is realized when we consider DNA as a spin system. In fact DNA loops in a supercoil when constrained by a change in the linking number due to deviation of twisting rate from 0 ω correspond to the formation of a spin texture when a DNA molecule is considered as a spin system. A change in the linking number from Lko due to twist of the ends causing a deviation from the planar circle configuration corresponds to a spin texture and represents a deviation of the spin system from the ground state when spin excitations occur. These excitations resemble the solutions (skyrmions) described by the nonlinear σ -model. As mentioned in sec.2 a spin may be depicted in terms of fermionic oscillators. We can depict a two-component spinor 
where M is a constant having dimension of mass andη is a dimensionless parameter, , µ ν being space -time indices. The α dependence may be incorporated through M and η where these parameters are taken as functions of α . For a distorted loop we can consider the radius of the loop R as a function, ( , ) R θ φ corresponding to the core radius of the skyrmion. We can define the core size of the skyrmion such that 
where , 
The energy integral becomes
where
with r x R = . This gives the expression of energy
The minimum of energy ( ) E R is found from the relation 
Now we note that the parameter α effectively gives a measure of the chirality associated with twisting strain into the loop given by free energy exhibits a minimum value for finite R and P which implies that we have a stable supercoiled state. It appears that σ can be varied through roughly -0.1 to 0.1 as beyond these bounds the double helix is unstable. 31 These observations are found to be consistent with this skyrmion model. In Figure1 we have plotted the radius R of a plectonemic supercoil as a function of α where R is given by
The constant k is determined from the experimental data 7 and the best fit is given by k=8.333. From our analysis it appears that when the long linear chromosomal DNA molecules are organized into loops, these topological independent loops appear as solutions. Solutions are nonlinear excitations which can travel as coherent solitary waves. The present analysis implies that soliton excitations may well exist in DNA chains which is consistent with the observations of Englander et al. 32 The linking number associated with a supercoil is given by the topological charge of the loops. As the skyrmion (soliton) depicting a loop is described by the nonlinear σ -model in terms of ( ) 2 
SU
gauge fields, the topological charge of a loop is given by the winding number of the mapping of the 3-space manifold into the group manifold 
The constant k is determined from the experimental data 7 and the best fit is given by k=8.333.
Effect of noise on DNA Spin chain
We find the effect of noise in the Berry phase of quantized spinor and in its entangled state both in the presence and the absence of spin -echo method, on the influence of classical fluctuation of field on Berry phase of spin ½ particle. [33] [34] [35] We define noise by a shift like residual dipolar couplings crucially (RDCs). If we consider that with the lapse of time, the parameter λ suffer a deviation λ λ δλ → + due to any change in θ , φ , ξ resulting a gauge transformation . 
Where we consider
as the noise induced Berry phase for the spin up and spin down quantized practices in that order. [36] [37] [38] Now the entangled state of two identical spinor, as we find in eqn.3.c, that the evolution of the state at a exacting instant depends on the distinction of up ∆ and down ∆ which implies boost of noise by twice. The effect of noise in the entangled state formed after 'spin-echo' will be less as realized from eqn. 3.e. On the conclusion, we similar to observation that here the noise is accountable for the fluctuation of quantization that can be practical for the entanglement of Quantum Hall particles in the non-plateau and plateau area.
Discussion
We have shown that a DNA supercoil can be treated as a quantum spin system such that spins are located on the axis forming an antiferromagnetic chain .These spins can be associated with ( ) 2 
SU
gauge field currents when gauge fields lie on the links. We have formulated bending (curvature) and twisting (torsion) in terms of these gauge fields. A significant result of this formalism is that bending and twisting are not independent entities. In fact bending influences the propagation of twisting strain along the DNA which has been supported by experiments. The formulation of DNA supercoil in terms of an antiferromagnetic spin chain gives rise to the entanglement entropy which induces the entropic protential associated with the free energy per length corresponding to the entropy cost of confining a stiff polymer inside a narrow tube. The entanglement entropy effectively represents the thermodynamic entropy and this repulsive entropic potential opposes the elastically driven collapse of a supercoil which can occur at zero temperature. The entanglement entropy has a very significant implication in that it measures the total information content in the system. Indeed when a DNA is regarded as a linear repository of sequence information the entanglement can be used to transcribe information and entropy determines the quantity of information which is available for transcription. In view of this a measure of this entanglement entropy can be taken to determine the quantity of genetic information which can be transcribed. This helps us to consider genetic information transcription as a manifestation of quantum information theory. Another interesting aspect of our analysis is that a DNA loop can be treated as topological object depicted as a skyrmion (soliton) which arises due to the excitation of spins caused by the deviation of the twisting rate from 0 ω leading to excess (deficit) of linking number. The spin texture is determined by the twist parameterized by the quantity ( ) 0 Lk Lk σ = ∆ . The energy of the skyromion depicting a DNA loop depends on the radius which is determined by the parameter σ . The linking number of a DNA molecule when organized into loops is related to the topological charge of a skyrmion depicting a loop. Also the dynamical phase of DNA molecule can be separate in the spin-echo system. During this process the addition of Berry phase in the entangled state is accountable for the calculate of entanglement. Variation in DNA molecule helicity is considered as noise that change the fixed significance of Berry phase. 39 The consequence of noise doubles as two pure identical spinor entangle. We like to study further this effect of noise, decoherence and entanglement in association with quantization feature of Berry phase in previous quantum aspect DNA molecule development.
